Abstract. In this research, the heating process and melting of water surrounded homogenous gold nanospheres irradiated by nanosecond laser pulses at the wavelengths of 355, 532, 633, and 900 nm are studied. The estimation of absorbed energy by gold nanoparticles with radius range 1-40 nm and their maximum temperature is done using the absorption e ciency of the nanoparticles at the corresponding laser wavelength. The dependency of the melting temperature of nanoparticles upon their size is also considered. It is seen that progress in the melting process strongly depends on the laser wavelength and particle size. The laser wavelength of 532 nm has been found appropriate for e ective photothermal heating of a large gold nanoparticle. Controlling the laser irradiation wavelength is crucial to achieve the best conditions for the desired applications such as localized heating and nanowelding.
Introduction
Employing pulsed lasers in nanofabrication processes has been a source of great interest as reported by Kadhim et al. [1] . Pulsed laser interaction with metal nanoparticles dispersed in liquid is a fundamentally intriguing issue and is also a basis for a number of emerging applications including laser-assisted size reduction, formation of networked nanoparticles, alloy nanoparticles formation, and nano-joining as studied by Mafune et al. [2] . Muniz-Mirande et al. [3] employed pulsed laser heating, melting, and ablation as alternative approaches for e cient material nano-structuring. In addition, size reduction by fragmentation of gold nanoparticles under laser exposure has also been reported by Warner et al. [4] .
Laser illumination and heating has been progressively used to adjoin, to hold closely, and to weld nanoparticles as a powerful tool for joining and surface engineering of nanomaterials as investigated by Son et al. [5] . For instance, gold@silver core@shell composite nanowires could be obtained by silver nanojoining of gold nanoparticles under optimum condition of laser energy density of 532 nm laser pulse [5] . Di erences in optical properties of base-metallic and ller-metallic, especially di erence in size-dependent surface plasmon properties, play an important role in appropriate nanojoining [5] . Laser-induced nanomaterials processing can be achieved by considering the size-dependent thermal properties of metal nanoparticles. In this regard, Mafune et al. [6] reported pulsed laser soldering of platinum and gold nanoparticles dispersed in water. In addition, nanoparticles would be greatly bene cial in welding for soft materials and nano-devices due to the less value of temperature as investigated by Cui et al. [7] and Guo et al. [8] .
Photothermal processes based on laser nanomaterials interaction such as laser nanojoining, nanowelding, and nano-soldering have created opportunities to manufacture various nano-devices as detailed by Hu et al. [9] , Kim and Jang [10] , Zhou et al. [11] , and Hu et al. [12] . Laser irradiation is widely applied for welding due to the non-contact nature of laser processing and high speed with low thermal load on the components, high aspect ratio of the joints, and deep penetration as reported by Von der Linde et al. [13] . Dahotre and Harimkar [14] reported a large number of factors involved in laser materials processing that need to be considered. For nanoparticle, size-dependent mechanical performance would be a ected by various laser parameters including laser type, laser power beam dimensions, and laser wavelength as presented by [5, 9] and Khan et al. [15] . For instance, there is a method, which has been developed by Maity et al. [16] , for selective thermal process of a collection of nano bers by embedding gold nanoparticles within polymeric materials which are exposed to irradiation of violet diode laser at 405 nm and red 808 nm diode laser for photothermal heating. Photon energy transfer into localized heat a ects the nanoparticle and its immediate vicinity. Having the ability to heat nanomaterials gives us the opportunity to manipulate the materials and change some characteristics while leaving the desired properties una ected as mentioned by Garnett et al. [17] .
At the most basic level, in the regime of laser nanomaterials processing conditions, a strong understanding of the interaction between laser irradiation and nanomaterials properties including material absorption and light intensity is crucial as studied by Cui [18] . Noble metal nanoparticles have strong plasmon resonance at the visible wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. The surface plasmon resonance wavelength of the nanoparticles is a ected by several parameters including particle size, shape, dielectric properties, and the refractive index of the surrounding matrix as reported by Khlebtsov et al. [19] . According to the studies conducted by Honda et al. [20] , laser interaction with gold nanoparticle in liquid at laser frequencies close to the surface plasmon resonance e ciently generates heat, which is considered to be localized around nanoparticle. Liquid environment is an appropriate medium for laser assisted fabrication of nanomaterials and many of the laser applications for nanomaterials processing have been carried out in liquids [1] [2] [3] [4] 7, 20] . Therefore, interaction of laser beam with nanoparticles in liquid is an important problem from both theoretical and experimental points of view.
In this study, the interaction between nanosecond laser pulses and spherical gold nanoparticles dispersed in water is investigated for gold nanoparticle radius in the range of 2-40 nm at the laser wavelengths of 355 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm, and 900 nm employing Mie theory and energy conservation during nanosecond laser pulse. Heating rate and maximum temperature of gold nanoparticles have been estimated via calculating the absorption e ciency and absorbed energy. As a staple topic of this research, the in uence of laser wavelength and nanoparticle size on the heating process is also explored. In addition, size-dependent optical and thermal properties of gold nanoparticles are also taken into account in computations. The results are useful for a proper selection of laser parameters, speci cally laser wavelength, for nanoparticles processing, photothermal phenomena, and other applications based on lasernanoparticle interaction in liquid.
Methods and theory
Nanoparticle heating and melting can be described in three steps including energy absorption from laser pulse, nanomaterials melting, and melt solidi cation. Schematic sketch of pulsed laser heating and surface melting of gold nanoparticles is depicted in Figure 1 . Previous studies have shown the optical response of metal nanoparticles to be closely related with the localized surface plasmon resonance; therefore, energy transfer is determined by the absorption and scattering cross-section of nanoparticles that are essentially governed by excitation of surface plasmon resonance [19] . Mie theory estimates the optical cross-sections, including absorption and scattering cross-sections, of spherical metal nanoparticles. Interaction between an electromagnetic radiation and a homogenous particle and analytical calculation of Mie total extinction, scattering, and absorption cross-sections were discussed in detail by Bohren and Hu man [21] . For metal nanoparticle with a radius r o embedded in a dielectric matrix with the permittivity " m when r o is much smaller than the laser wavelength , optical properties are determined by the absorption e ciency K abs (r o ; ) that is obtained by Blaber et al. [22] :
where " = " 0 + i" 00 is the dielectric function of the gold nanoparticle with the real " 0 and imaginary " 00 parts. If " 0 + 2" m + (48 2 r 2 o " 2 m =5 2 ) = 0, then the absorption is enhanced close to the surface plasmon resonance frequency due to a collective electron oscillation within gold nanoparticle. Deviations of the dielectric function of nanoparticles from the bulk dielectric function with the decreasing particle size to the value below the mean free pass of electrons is discussed by Ma et al. [23] . The size-dependent modi ed dielectric function is obtained as [23] :
where " b e is the interband transition term and the other part denotes the Drude term which considers conduction electrons. In addition, ! p represents the frequency of volume plasma oscillations. bulk is bulk volume decay constant and (r) is size-dependent volume decay parameter related to the electron mean free path l e and Fermi velocity v F as (r) = v F l 1 e [23] . An estimation of photothermal heating of gold nanoparticle under laser pulse requires the calculation of the total amount of absorbed laser pulse energy by gold nanoparticle. The energy of photons absorbed by gold nanoparticle Q abs and the thermal energy of the nanoparticle E T are given by Pustovalov et al. [24] as:
where I, o , c o , and T respectively stand for the laser intensity, the density of gold nanoparticle, the speci c heat capacity of the gold nanoparticle, and the particle temperature. With the use of short laser pulse, of which the duration is much less than the thermal relaxation time, the particle has the ability to rapidly raise its temperature without substantially a ecting the surroundings. The energy conservation law for nanoparticle can be given as [24] :
where E T1 is the initial value of the particle's thermal energy in liquid environment. In addition, Q m = o V m L m represents the energy spent for partial melting of gold nanoparticle, V m is melt volume, and L m is the speci c latent heat of fusion. In this calculation, c and L m are assumed to be size-independent.
The dependency of the melting temperature of gold nanoparticle, T mp , upon the size of the particles, considered for free-standing particles, is taken into account by Qi and Wang [25] and Nanda [26] as:
where T mb is melting temperature of bulk gold, r stands for gold nanoparticle radius, and d is the size of gold atom. As the size of nanospheres reduces, the melting temperature drastically decreases and must be considered in a photothermal heating process. In this research, all of the calculations were carried out using size-dependent parameters including dielectric function, absorption coe cient, and melting temperature of nanoparticles. The size-dependent melting point of gold nanospheres is calculated based on Eq. (6). All calculations were performed using MATLAB and the initial temperature of gold nanoparticles was 300 k. At rst, for estimation of transferred laser energy to nanoparticles, the optical and plasmonic properties of gold nanoparticles with size of 2-40 nm have been calculated. For calculation of absorption e ciency of gold nanoparticle based on Eq. (1), the dielectric function of gold was calculated as a function of wavelength by linear interpolation of the values measured by Johnson and Christy [27] . Gold nanoparticles are irradiated to melt by using short laser pulses having a duration of 30 ns at several laser wavelengths including 355 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm, and 900 nm in ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions, respectively. By employing short laser pulses, heat dissipation from pulsed laser heated gold nanoparticles to their vicinity can be ignored.
Results and discussion
To begin the investigation of the interaction between laser and gold nanoparticles, the e ciency of absorption is calculated on the basis of Eq. (1). Figure 2 represents absorption e ciency of gold nanoparticle as a function of the particle size and laser wavelength. As obviously seen from Figure 2 (a), the absorption e ciency is very high when the radius of nanoparticles is between 42 to 50 nm at the wavelength of 532 nm. At 355 and 532 nm, the e ciency of absorption increases as the nanosphere radius is increased to 36 and 46 nm, respectively. In addition, the maximum of optical absorption e ciency is situated at around K abs = 1:7 and K abs = 5:5 for laser irradiation at 355 nm and 532 nm, respectively. No substantial change is shown for small nanoparticles absorption at the 633 nm laser wavelength. There is almost no considerable change in the absorption e ciency by varying the dimensions in the near infrared range. As illustrated in Figure 2 (b), maximum optical absorption is located at the wavelengths from around 521 to 549 nm for gold nanoparticles with radii between 5 to 50 nm, respectively. The results demonstrate that large particles have a signi cant absorption at longer wavelengths. In addition, for the gold nanoparticle with radius of 40 nm, the peak of the absorption is observed in the middle visible region around the wavelength of 540 nm. Surface plasmon resonance is an e ective mechanism of photon absorption by gold nanoparticles, especially at laser wavelength of 532 nm. However, absorptions by free electrons and interband transition are more important at long and short laser wavelengths, respectively [21] . Laser exposure at plasmon resonance frequency results in an e cient photothermal heating of nanoparticles although photothermal heating by irradiation at wavelength far from the plasmon resonance is a more controllable process. Surface melting and forming a molten material is the main problem that especially a ects the rate of temperature rising of the nanoparticle. As an application of these results, for instance, nanoscale welding and soldering can be obtained by controlling the optical energy, heating and melting process via adjusting welding ller size, and laser wavelength. Figure 3 demonstrates the e ects of nanoparticle size on photothermal heating and melting of gold nanoparticles at di erent laser wavelengths. The size of nanoparticle a ects both gold nanoparticle melting and energy transfer rate. The rate of energy transfer to gold nanoparticle strongly depends on size-dependent absorption cross-section of the particle. Absorption cross-section is also related to the geometrical crosssection and size-dependent dielectric function of gold nanoparticle. Therefore, size e ects are more important for ultra ne gold nanoparticles, especially for particles smaller than 10 nm as discussed by Sca ardi et al. [28] .
As demonstrated in Figure 3 (a), for 355 nm laser wavelength, the melting process of large gold nanoparticles begins with retardation; it takes a longer time to complete melting and at the end of the laser pulse, their maximum temperature reaches lower values than the temperature of small nanoparticles. For instance, temperature of large nanoparticle is about 1000 k lower than the temperature of ultra-small nanoparticles. In addition, the temperature of ultra-small 4 nm gold nanoparticle rapidly rises up to around 2725 k. As can be seen in Figure 3(b) , at 532 nm laser wavelength, gold nanoparticle with radius of 40 nm absorbs the laser pulse energy, heats, and melts faster than the 5 nm particle during the laser exposure. The origin of this behavior is the optical properties, especially surface plasmon resonance of radius 40 nm gold nanoparticles that is located at wavelength close to 532 nm. Therefore, the frequency matching between laser and nanoparticle surface plasmon is very vital for obtaining an e cient photothermal heating of large nanoparticles. Heating of large particles is an important issue in size reduction of nanoparticles by laser irradiation or nanoparticle preparation via laser fragmentation of microparticles as studied by Lee et al. [29] . The maximum temperature is from around 1876 k up to 2466 k for nanoparticles with radius from 2 nm up to 40 nm. Figure 3(c) demonstrates that ultra-small gold nanoparticles warm up slowly to about 1750 k at the end of laser pulse in comparison with the large nanoparticles. In addition, the results demonstrate that the temperature of large gold nanoparticles could be raised to above 2300 k under exposure of 633 nm laser pulse. As obviously seen in Figure 2 (a), this behavior is consistent with the size-dependent optical properties of gold nanoparticles at 630 nm. For laser irradiation at 900 nm, as clearly shown in Figure 3(d) , the temperature of gold nanoparticles reaches about 2290 k up to 2390 k at the end of the laser pulse. The rises in temperature for all gold nanoparticles up to around 1000 k are nearly the same at the laser wavelength of 900 nm due to the weak absorption of gold nanoparticle at this wavelength. Therefore, long wavelength lasers are appropriate preferences for homogeneous heating of a collection of nanoparticles with broad size distribution.
As obviously seen in Figure 3 , the maximum temperatures and photothermal heating rates of gold nanoparticles with radii of 2 nm and 40 nm could be compared in the near ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared ranges. As illustrated in Figure 3(a) , for 4 nm gold nanoparticle, temperature rising is fast at 355 nm. In addition, complete melting needs more time in case of longer laser wavelengths. Here, being able to generate extreme localized heat leads to e cient and signi cant rise in temperature and quick heating process. A rapid heating can result in improved properties without thermal damage or ambient environmental degradation [17] .
In Figure 4 , the beginning times of the melting and in Figure 5 , the times that gold nanoparticle melting was completely accomplished have been compared for di erent sizes of gold nanoparticles at the laser wavelengths of 355, 532, 633, and 900 nm. At laser wavelength of 355 nm, the rises in temperatures of small-size nanoparticles and laser induced melting are quick; however, larger nanoparticles warm slower. At this wavelength, larger nanoparticles are more suitable for large area heating, for instance large area soldering, and small nanoparticles are more useful for localized photothermal heating processes.
At laser wavelength of 900 nm, temperature of gold nanoparticle rises in the same way for all sizes of nanoparticles. Melting with this wavelength is useful for heating in a process with broad-size distribution gold nanoparticle; however, some thermal e ects may Figure 5 . The times that gold nanoparticle melting was completely accomplished for di erent sizes of nanoparticles at laser wavelengths in ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared regions.
possibly be observed. The calculations show that the temperature in a heating process in presence of gold nanoparticles can rise only via adjusting the nanoparticle size without increasing the laser pulse energy. The results provide a way to select appropriate laser wavelength and optimized nanoparticle size for smalland large-area heating below materials or environment damage threshold energy. The calculation indicates that nanosecond lasers can provide an appropriate melting of nanoparticles if the incident photons energy is properly adjusted.
According to Figures 4 and 5 , the results for 532 nm laser wavelength demonstrate that the melting is clearly most e cient when the laser illumination frequency occurs at the localized surface plasmon resonance frequency of gold nanoparticles. In addition, dependency of heating rate and melting process on the size of nanoparticles is stronger at laser frequencies close to surface plasmon resonance frequency of nanoparticles, which in this case is 532 nm.
These ndings can also contribute to the clarication of e ects and applications of the pulsed laser process, which locally concentrates the laser power densities with minimum heat inputs, forming very small and localized a ected regions while avoiding excessive damage. The calculations are useful in nanoparticle-enhanced surface engineering and localized laser heating, and surface deformation and particles fragmentation by laser irradiation with only simple control of laser parameters and nanoparticle size. In addition, the ability to adjust energy deposition in the heating area is an advantage of using laser beam as the energy source in heating processes, especially in localized heating cases in attendance of plasmonic nanoparticles as discussed by Guo [30] .
Conclusions
In this research, nanosecond pulsed laser heating and melting of dispersed gold nanoparticles in water at di erent laser wavelengths are investigated. The results display that both the laser wavelength and the particle size have a profound e ect on the laser heating and melting of gold nanoparticles. The calculated results demonstrate that laser heating with 532 nm wavelength is more e ective due to the surface plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles, especially for heating and melting at low-intensity laser beam. Short laser wavelength at 355 nm is applicable for selective heating of small nanoparticles. At long wavelengths, heating of nanoparticles is size-independent, which is applicable for heating colloidal solution and broad size distribution, simultaneously. The results provide a way for estimation of optimized laser wavelength and nanoparticle size for a laser heating process at a speci c temperature by minimum laser irradiation at the lowest level of damage on materials.
